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ABSTRACT

MACEY SIMMONS BAIRD:

Covering the Social Scene: Two Publications and the Use of Social Networking
Sites Within the Magazine Industry”
(Under the direction of Dr. Kathleen Wickham)

The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between two
specific social networking sites and two city-wide magazine publications. In
examining the idea of social networking sites and its current connection to the
media, this study will compare and contrast the two magazines use of their
respective Facebook and Twitter accounts. It studied the publications’ effective
and ineffective practices in an array of spectrums, from the issue of manpower
and the content published within its' social networking sites.
Secondary research comprised of an extensive literature review of text.
newspaper articles, online journals and websites. The primary research was
conducted through personal interviews with employees of different departments
for each publication. Analytics of each magazine’s Facebook and Twitter
accounts during the months of December 2010 and January 2011 were recorded
and examined. The daily inner-workings of each publication was observed for a
certain and separate period of weeks.
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Research findings resulted in a probing dissection of the two publications
uses with their Facebook and Twitter accounts and a compilation of the most
productive conventions. The study concludes with a suggestive manual that each
magazine should implement as a way to monitor the most successful methods for
both current and future social networking sites.
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INTRODUCTION

The field ofjournalism has always had to adapt to technology: from
advances in the printing press through the development of radio and television.
The rise and subsequent success of the Internet resulted in a new dimension:
convergence of technologies. The Internet produced an alternate universe of
Journalism that is creating new standards and users who are searching for ways to
connect an instant gratification generation—a generation raised with cell phones
and world wide access at their fingertips. Interactive websites, social networks.
citizen bloggers and smart phones allow the receiver to immediately obtain the
specific interest and information they want. Technology, the Internet and the
explosion of the social media websites, have sent the field searching for alternate
means to connect to its audience.

Social network sites(SNSs)are an interactive medium that integrates
technology and traditional journalism. Journalism and the magazine industry must
grow with this rapidly evolving virtual world or it will find itself buried among
the citizen bloggers with their often unconfirmed and opaque information.
The industry has turned to social media as one responsive medium. Social
media is a relatively new and swiftly growing phenomenon; not only in people's
personal lives, but in the professional realm as well: Social media has extended
into the workplace as a viable marketing tool for both promotion of the material
produced and the organization’s image brand. Small business owners using social
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networking sites have nearly tripled in the past three years (‘"Discover poll”.
2010).

Sixty-three percent of businesses that used social networking sites
believed it drove their sales and increased their revenue (Shontell, 2011). Social
media is user-generated Internet content coupled with various interactive tools to
engage a responsive community with common interests.

Journalists are now finding ways to harness one of social media's
byproducts, social networking sites(SNSs), to advance their material. Though the
area is not fully explored, media entities have realized the potential of reach and
communication these SNSs have. It has become a necessity within the industry to
have a social network to foster audience augmentation. Publications are hiring
social media editors and staff members to reach their public and expand their
business through these outlets (Sreenivasan, 2010). SNSs are, in essence, a
marketing and public relations tool as well as another form of news outlet. For
media publications, SNSs have become essential means of gaining and
maintaining readership and spreading their work.

Social network sites can be looked at as the middleman between the
Internet user and a publication’s website. It is an informant, a distributor, a filter
and a two-way communication tool. There are hundreds of SNSs and all have
varied specifications. Social network sites can be defined as a web-based product
that allows users to construct a profile, compile a list of other participants with
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whom they share similarities and view this compilation of connections and those
made by others wdthin the particular system (Boyd & Ellis, 2007).

Web 2.0, another term that has cropped up to describe the influx of online
user-generated content and interactive material, is utilized by every major
magazine publication in some form. According to a Pew Internet Project survey
taken in 2009, nearly three quarters of teens and young adults use social network
sites (Lenhart, 2010). There are more than 500 million users on Facebook and 55
million tweets are sent each day, according to the website (Facebook Factsheet,
n.d.). However, only a quarter of Americans get their news from SNSs,though
nearly 50 percent visit his or her profile each day (Facebook Factsheet, n.d.).
Magazine publications must discover ways to attract readers from the SNSs to
their particular websites and engage these readers in conversation to create a twos

way communication tool. Publications must also establish techniques to find and
grow their fan base and target public. SNSs affect material, advertisers, and the
internal structure of a publication. These areas must be considered.

The purpose of this paper is to explore both the value and the relationship
between certain social network sites(SNSs)and Washington Luxury magazine

1

and My Scoop magazine. The goal is to determine the role of social media if
harnessed as a reliable distribution tool. SNSs have the potential to enhance every

^ Because of the propitiatory nature of the statistics, the publisher of the
Washington magazine asked to be researched under a pseudo-name. The editors’
names, however, will be stated later in this paper with his permission. My faculty
advisor approved the name substitution.
lx

aspect of a magazine, from the actual product to readership to finances and the
workplace. It will also discuss certain publications and how the use of specific
SNSs Facebook and Twitter can revitalize, revamp and strengthen nearly every
area of a magazine’s operation and product.

Through this paper, three research questions will be examined and
explored. These specific inquiries are:

1. How has SNS affected the magazines’ structure?
2. What are the effective SNS practices these two magazines use to advance their
publication? What are the ineffective practices?
3. How can magazines use today’s SNSs as an overarching example in order to
prepare for future models.

X

METHODOLOGY

This paper will explore the dynamics of two small, city-wide magazines
and their overall relationship with social media sites Facebook and Twitter as a
segue to discuss why these tools are important to the magazine industry as a
whole. This paper will look at Washington Luxury, one of the premiere luxury
lifestyle magazines in Washington. D.C. and My Scoop magazine, an online
fashion magazine that targets three markets: Birmingham, Nashville and
Mississippi. This research will first look at the relationship between the
company’s print publication (if applicable), its online material and its social
media promotion. It will then focus on how a publication draws readers from
SNSs to their website. Once a reader is on the SNS,a two-way communication
through the social media tool is established between the publication and reader.
The effects of this will be examined. The research delves into the impact social
media has, if any, on both the print and online material because of this two-sided
conversation. The research will consider how these sites can increase traffic and
readership. Another component of this will be the relationship between social
media and the advertisers of each publication. It will look at how the publications
employ the social media for advertisers and explore what the proper connection
should be.

This paper will also discuss how the magazine uses Facebook and Twitter
as both a branding tool and a means of targeting its audience. It will examine the
importance the magazine industry places on social media as a distribution tool.
1

Then, it will explore the infrastructure's dynamics as a result of SNSs. Finally, it
will examine how it progresses the mission of the magazine.

A literature review will be compiled on social media and social
networking sites within journalism and the magazine industry. Academic
journals, peer-reviewed publications, surveys, newspaper articles and books
relevant to the topic will be researched.

Interviews with editors of Washington Luxury’ and My Scoop were
conducted. Interviews with employees from an advertising standpoint in each
publication were also carried out. Interns who have been with each publication
for at least six months were contacted. Standard questions, with variance
according to answers, were used for each category of these conversations. The
questions for each of these people will be designed to uncover the relationship of
the publication to social media through the eyes of different positions within the
company. The inquiries will also be structured to acquire insight into the future
of SNSs for magazine publications.

Each magazine’s attitude toward SNSs will be examined by comparing
and contrasting the ways in which Washington Luxury and My Scoop utilize their
Twitter and Facebook accounts. The specific methods that work for each
magazine and those which seem more ineffective were examined. Both
publication’s Twitter accounts and Facebook Page/Group were monitored. For
each of the magazine’s Twitter accounts, the number of tweets each publication
submits, the number of mentions each publication receives and the number of
2

followers it accumulated were catalogued. For each of the magazine’s Facebook
Page/Group, the number of posts to each Page/Group and also the messages to
each Page/Group were tracked. The number of followers each publication
accumulated was also documented.

Each publication can use certain tactics to further drive readership through
SNS sites so that the publications may have a code for other future SNS
developments. These will be explored.

3

CHAPTER 1
LITERATURE REVIEW

This literature review focuses on four areas:(1)social networking sites'
definition and its origin,(2) Facebook and Twitter’s facts, tools and
implementations useful for businesses,(3)the current online relationship between
journalism and technology and (4) news consumption trends, the direction of
information sharing and social networking site statistics. At the end, the
application of literature to this thesis will be discussed.
Social Networking Site’s Definition and History
Social networking sites are online virtual communities that unite members
with common interests. These members create a profile with personal
information that helps connect with affiliates. Danah M. Boyd, a professor at the
University of Califomia-Berkeley and Nicole B. Ellison, a professor at Michigan
State University, describe SNSs as service sites with technological features that
allow users to: ‘‘(1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded
system,(2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and
(3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the
system”(Boyd & Ellis, 2007). Once an individual commits to Joining a specific
SNS,that person creates what Boyd and Ellison call the ‘"backbone” of
technological features: the profile. A profile encourages a default picture and
information generated from a series of questions that range from date of birth.
gender and hometown to interests, brief biographies and favorite quotations.
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According to Boyd and Ellison, the ‘‘public display of connections is a crucial
component to SNSs''(Boyd & Ellis, 2007). An individual begins establishing a
network according to other users profiles and therefore interest by asking other
affiliates to be “friends'’ or “followers.
Social networking sites are a relatively new phenomenon, though some
may arguably contend they originated as early as the late 1990s with the launch of
SixDegrees.com, which was the first site to combine a profile creation with a
friend list(Boyd & Ellis, 2007). However, mass popularity did not reach its
pinnacle until the launch of MySpace in 2003. Facebook, a site originally
designed to be a college-niche service that expanded soon after, followed in 2004
(Boyd & Ellis, 2007). Twitter jumped on the scene two years later in 2006
(“Facebook and twitter,” 2010). According to Nielsen Wire research, Facebook
had a gain of69 percent in activity and Twitter had a 45 percent gain in the U.S.
during 2009(“Facebook and twitter”, 2010). Globally, activity for SNSs climbed
more than 100% monthly (“Facebook and twitter”, 2010). SNSs are rapidly rising
and still in developmental stages(Boyd & Ellis, 2007).
Facebook
Facebook is one of the most-trafficked online sites in the world and the
company employs more than 1,700 employees(Facebook Help Center, 2011).
Mark Zuckerberg, a Harvard student who never graduated, started the program in
2004. Facebook is a tool for human connection:
Facebook is a social utility that helps people communicate more
efficiently with the sharing of information through the social graph, the
5

digital mapping of people's real-world social connections. Anyone can
sign up for Facebook and interact with the people they know in a trusted
environment(Facebook Help Center, 2010).
The central applications for Facebook are a user’s Home page and
personal Profile. The Home page is a compilation and constant update of the
user’s network; what he or she's friends are doing on Facebook at the time. It
informs the user who joined what group, who is recently friends, who wrote on
whose wall, and so on. The Profile is a personalized page that users employ to
give out information they agree to share, such as: pictures, interests, contact
information, an educational and/or work background.

Facebook holds that its

primary applications are Photos, Events, Videos, Groups, and Pages(Facebook
Help Center, 2010).
Pages are for businesses and organizations to promote their brand and
distribute information through a professional channel on Facebook. A user must
create the Page through a personal account. The Facebook website asserts that the
creator must be an “official representative”(Facebook Help Center, 2010)of the
company because it insures credibility for other users. This individual may then
add additional administrators to help monitor and manage the outlet. Similar to
personal Profiles, Pages may be enhanced through visuals, audio, events, blogs,
etc. Once the Page is established, it must accumulate Fans. Fans make a
connection with the business by “liking” the Page. The Pages “can send updates
to either their entire fan base or target their update to fans in a specific
demographic”(Facebook Help Center, 2010). These alerts will appear in the
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user's Inbox under the ‘‘Update” tab. Facebook says that Pages help businesses
“maintain a personal-professional distinction on Facebook”(Facebook Help
Center, 2010). Pages are the main communication mode for businesses on
Facebook.
If Facebook verifies a Page as an authentic business site, it provides a freeof-charge ‘"Insight Dashboard” function where the Page administrator can view
analytics of each entry: “By understanding and analyzing trends within user
growth and demographics, consumption of content, and creation of content. Page
owners and Platform developers are better equipped to improve their business
with Facebook,”(Facebook Help Center, 2010). The data shows the impressions.
or the number of times it has been displayed that each post has received and also
displays the percentage of comments and Likes per post. However, the
impression statistic is not the number of users who have seen the post: a user’s
news feed or a visit to the Page can constitute as an impression (Facebook Help
center, 2010). There is no resource to see unique visitor numbers. Administrators
can also observe how many active users the Page possesses. Active users are any
account that has engaged or consumed content. “Post analytics will help Page
admins to see which content better engages their fans”(Facebook Help Center,
2010).
The Insight Dashboard also allows administrators to view demographic
data of their fan base and those that engage in their production. However,the
application will not release data unless there is a significant number of fans in
each statistical category, “for privacy reasons”(Facebook Help Center, 2010).
7

Facebook gives this suggestion to those businesses that do not have a qualifying
fan base: “To increase your number of fans and active fans, you may want to
write on your Page's Wall, post photos or videos to your Page, or create other
content that your fans will find engaging”(Facebook Help Center, 2010).
The Insight Dashboard provides a Fan Graph that “shows trends in fan
acquisition and News Feed content distribution”(Facebook Help Center, 2010).
Facebook divides content into three groups: 1) the total number of users
contrasted with those who have chosen to hide the Page’s post in their News
Feed, 2)the number of people who have become a fan of your Page or stopped
being a fan of your Page, and 3)number of people who unsubscribed to your Page
in their News Feed, compared to the number of people who have purposely
undone that action (Facebook Help Center, 2010).
The Insight Dashboard also supplies fan interaction graphs:'Tage admins
who post engaging, high quality content will have interactive fan bases capable of
virally spreading content through the social graph. The Fan Interaction Graph
shows how fans are engaging with your posts and consuming your material”
(Facebook Help Center, 2010). This applications generates: page views.
interactions of Page (likes. Wall posts and comments), interactions per post,
number of posts that Page has made and its quality pertaining to engaging
materials, number of discussion posts written by Fans, media consumption (photo
views, audio plays, video plays received) and the number of times the Page has
been written about in the Reviews application.
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Businesses gain exposure through gathering followers from their Pages.
They may also accumulate recognition from user’s statuses. There is no formal
way to track status mentions as of this paper. However, Facebook recently
incorporated a feature that allows a user to make an individual status update or
wall post to another user and link a Page, event or Friend in the post. This is done
through @usemame. For example:'‘tagging” @vanityfairmag in a post would
produce a link to the magazine’s Facebook Page, would appear on that individuals
home page, their network’s News feed. My Scoop’s Page. Facebook contends
that tagging helps to keep dialogue flowing: "Tagging allows you to more actively
mention your friends and other things you are connected to on Facebook. It also
lets you direct a post at specific people while still keeping the conversation open
(Facebook Help Center, 2010).
Twitter
Twitter is a younger SNS than others such as MySpace and Facebook.
The SNS was launched in 2007 through inspiration of the away message on
instant messaging merged with SMS (text messaging). Twitter is a microblogging
system where the user sends a status or an update called a "Tweet”(Twitter
Basics, 2010). A Tweet is an individual message of up to 140 characters sent not
only immediately to its networks but also blasted into the entire Twitter network.
A user sets up an account with a unique Twitter name, gives a location, a Website
and a "Bio” of only 160 characters. It also shows who the user is "following’' and
that specific users "followers”(Twitter Basics, 2010). To get messages on
Twitter, a user must first follow other users to receive their tweets. A user will
9

search the I'witter site for other users that are relevant to his or her interests.
Other users will ask to follow this user’s account. The user may accept but does
not also have to follow that user. "Twitter is a real-time information network that
connects you to the latest information about what you find interesting. Simply
find the public streams you find most compelling and follow the conversations”
(Twitter Basics, 2010). Twitter defines itself as a particular SNS that is ""a
recipient driven information network” in which the individual may determine
exactly what to receive (Twitter Basics, 2010). Accounts may send and receive
Twitter messages through a computer, tablet, mobile phone, SMS or smart phone.
The messages are public unless protected. Twitter allows users to embed URLs,
videos and pictures.
Though Twitter on the surface seems simple, there are several conventions
within the system that help specificity for users. Twitter is an immediate feedback
tool and easily accessible two-way communication application for businesses and
their respective consumers. It is an open conversation across networks where
users can see any type of information or critique what is said about a certain
business—whether that is good or bad.
Businesses use Twitter to quickly share information with people interested
in their products and services, gather real-time market intelligence and
feedback, and build relationships with customers, partners and influential
people. From brand lift, to CRM,to direct sales, Twitter offers
businesses a chance to reach an engaged audience [...] Twitter can be
ground-breaking for businesses (Twitter Basics, 2010).
10

Twitter allows individuals to experience real-time communication, an
experience which its website calls "‘ground-breaking for users and businesses
alike'’(Twitter Basics, 2010).

Twitter also allows the business to construct

relationships:
But Twitter isn't just about useful immediacy. The conversational nature
of the medium lets you build relationships with customers, partners and
other people

important to your business. Beyond transactions, Twitter

gives your constituents direct access to employees and a way to contribute
to your company; as marketers say, it shrinks the emotional distance
between your company and your customers. Plus, the platform lends itself
to integration with your existing communication channels and strategies.
In combination, those factors can make Twitter a critical piece of your
company's bigger digital footprint (Twitter Basics, 2010).
There are three proprieties of Tweeting which Twitter claims are
innovations of the original Twitter users and vital for best utilization of the
system: retweets(RT), hashtags(#)and at username(@usemame),(Twitter
Basics, 2010). These three conventions are the main methods for a user to find
certain interests and therefore the chief propellers in advancing a brand name.
Twitter’s business site asserts that @usemame is the “most useful” thing
for businesses on Twitter because “it lets you exchange public messages with
individual users (Twitter Basics, 2010). If an individual tweets about a business,
that tweet appears on its homepage. If that individual is not following that
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business's account, it will appear in the businesses @usemame mentions. Those
following both the individual's and the business's accounts will see the mention
on their homepages. The Tweet will also pop up in search results and in the
respective user's Tweet timelines. Twitter sees this as another way to promote a
business name and sums it up this way:‘'@usemame automatically becomes a
link to that person's account—helping people discover each other on the system.
Put another way: when you see an @usemame, you can always click through to
that person’s Twitter page and learn whether you want to follow' them"(Twitter
Basics, 2010). Individual accounts may also send a business a Direct Message
(DM), which is a private message to the business.
An RT is a repost of another user’s message that gives them credit. It
usually looks like: “RT @usemame: Original message.’’ The Twitter website
calls it an enhancement to the conversation of the network and credits it with
another way to rapidly spread messages across Twitter: “[Retweeting is] a
powerful way to spread messages and ideas across Twitter quickly [...] you're
engaging in a way people recognize and usually like—making it a good way to
connect”(Twitter Basics, 2010).
Hashtags(#)are yet another way for a user to find an interest or a
business. Brand and product launches and events often benefit greatly from
hashtags. If enough people include the same hashtag, it becomes a “trending
topic” to all Twitter users.
Twitter messages don’t have a field where you can categorize them. So
people have created the hashtag—which is just the # symbol followed by
12

a term describing or naming the topic—that you add to a post as a way of
saying,"‘This message is about the same thing as other messages from
other people who include the same hashtag.” Then, when somebody
searches for that hashtag, they’ll get all of the related messages(Twitter
Basics, 2010).
Twitter is a current public relations outlet and free advertising if utilized
properly. It can help build relationships with customers through this two-way
conversation style that allows for feedback, discussion and adaptation. Though
Twitter does not have quantifiable measurement tools like Facebook, it gives
users suggestions of how to gage exposure success. Tactics like these can then
help a business assess progress in meeting that goal:
Keep a tally of questions answered, customer problems resolved and
positive exchanges held on Twitter. Do the percentages change over time?
When you offer deals via Twitter, use a unique coupon code so that you
can tell how many people take you up on that Twitter-based promotion. If you
have an online presence, you can also set up a landing page for a promotion, to
track not only click-throughs but also further behavior and conversions.
Use third-party tools to figure out how much traffic your websites are
receiving from Twitter.
Track click-throughs on any link you post in a tweet. Some URL
shortening services let you track click-throughs (Twitter Basics, 2010).
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Technology and Journalism
Technology is constantly reshaping communication methods and
consequently affecting the field ofjournalism and its platforms. In the 1950s,
television programs such as Edward R. Murrow's ‘‘See It Now’'changed
Journalism in terms of visibility, accountability and immediacy (Potter, 2008). As
the 21 century dawned, the computer and the ensuing Internet revolutionized
communication. According to a 2010 Pew Internet & American Life survey, 79
percent of American adults are online users (“Demographics of internet users.
2010). The Internet has created a new universe ofjournalism that is molding new
standards while attempting to maintain old codes and guidelines. Critics speculate
about the extinction of print media because of the availability and explosion of the
Internet. However, according to The Association of Magazine Media(Mpa)
Handbook, 93 percent of American adults read magazines(Mpa, n.d.). Both
audience and digital trends are on the rise in the magazine market(Mpa, n.d.).
The ASNE also produces information that defies people are through with print.
Evidence for that conclusion can be found in the Pew Project for Excellence in
Journalism’s 2010 “State of the News Media” report, which reported daily
newspaper circulation of 48.6 million and Sunday circulation of 49.1 million in
2008. Those numbers tell us that print media still has tremendous appeal. They
also enumerate an audience that is more than large enough to build a business on
(Goldberg, 2010).
However, the query ifjournalism can stay astride with technology
advances continues to linger. This speculative decline of print media sales and
14

worries of its future paper existence has lead to the public relations efforts of print
organizations such as the mpa to remind the public of the strength of print media.
The mpa now releases constant advertisements that assert that magazines are not
dead and "remain the number one medium for driving purchase consideration and
intent”(The Association of Magazine Media, n.d.). Though numbers are strong.
perception is reality. Because of lingering doubts and this shadowing perception.
the media must constantly search for alternative ways to connect with an instant
gratification generation. The rising Millennial generation (18 to 20-somethings) is
consumed with convenience, which is what SNS offers. They are now immersed
in real-time conversation and sharing mechanisms. ABC’s Ahead of the Curve
Susannah Fox said that the current generation is one "that likes to share”(“Social
networking trends, 2009). A 2010 Nielson Wire survey showed that the world
spends 110 billion minutes on SNSs and blog sites, or one in every four and a half
minutes spent online (“Social networks/blogs”, 2010). The study also indicated
that three-quarters of online users visited SNSs in 2010, which is a 24 percent
increase from 2009(“Social networks/blogs”, 2010). Over the past few years,
that sharing medium has been through interactive websites, social networking
sites, blogs and smart phones.
These products all allow the receiver to maintain what has become the
overlying priority in journalism today: immediacy. Many Journalism outlets are
embracing the new media era and utilize social media to reach its audience and
promote its brand. When properly employed, media that uses social networking
sites can open up a connective two-way communication that both grows and
15

maintain readership, promotes the brand, provides more accurate demographics,
and collects instantaneous feedback and editorial suggestion. Sheryl Sandberg,
COO of Facebook. says Facebook is a “two-way marketing tool” designed to
gather conversation and also promote product (Siegler, 2009).
The media needs to recognize that this is not a fading phenomenon but one
with staying power. On March 13, 2010, Facebook surpassed Google for the
most hits per week (Childs, 2010). Journalism outlets must determine how to
arrive at these aforementioned goals and continue to maintain their overall
mission and with the human resources they have. There is a steady
implementation of social media editors within news organizations over the past
couple years, though they have chosen titles such as “community manager.
communities editor,” and “audience interaction producer”(Sreenivasan, 2010).
The Associated Press recently added The Nerve Center, the name for the four
components where the organization focuses its efforts and productions. The
Social Network Center is now one of these four areas and run by Lauren
McCullough, a fairly recent college graduate. Sree Sreenivasan, a blogger for
Poynter online, pinpoints the two-prong significance of this:

That means that

one of the biggest, most sophisticated media organizations in the world has
identified social media as one of the four most important parts of its operations
and put a 27-year-old in charge. Think about that the next time you hear someone
dismiss social media as frivolous and a waste of time (as I continue to hear, from
some veteran journos to younger ones as well),”(Sreenivasan, 2010). Other news
organizations, such as USA Today and New York Times, have added social
16

media editor to their list of governing titles. This indicates that these
organizations believe the social media revolution has staying power and SNSs are
to be given serious attention. If there is the money and resources to appoint a
social media editor, a news organization should follow the likes of New York
Times and invest in one. Robert Quigley, the American Statesman social media
editor, claims that the technological advances have played a large role in the news
industry by opening possibilities up for "'journalists to connect with the public on
an unprecedented level [...] thanks to these new tools,journalists can get instant
feedback on their work, gather meaningful tips, track tends-and build valuable
relationships with the public”(2010). Quigley endorses SNSs because of the
immediacy of reader’s reactions and the availability of getting a more complete
story of events because of first-hand accounts.
SNSs allow news outlets and businesses to humanize and place a face to
their brand while creating conversation and effective product feedback. Sandberg
of Facebook puts SNS influence for businesses this way:‘"we believe in the
wisdom offriends”(Siegler, 2009). SNS are a relatively new phenomenon and
therefore the most effective course of action has not been fleshed out. However.
many experts such as James Anderson, director of the Imagining the Internet
Center, believe that “’digital natives’ who have already adopted communications
patterns involving socials networking and other social technology tools will hold
fast to them, as these young people grow older”(Woodruff, 2010).
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Studies
The Pew Internet & American Life Project conducted several studies that
were the catalyst for this project. The Pew Internet & American Life Project is
one ofseven projects that composes the Pew Research Center, a nonprofit think
tank that routinely produces data and knowledge on the perspectives and trends
shaping America and the world. This Project provides reports exploring the
impact of the Internet on issues and prevalent topic in America(“Pew internet &
american life project”, n.d.).
The organization released a 2010 study about news in a digital era and
how Americans are responding to this revolutionized information age titled
Understand the Participatory News Consumer.” The examination reveals that the
Internet has exceeded newspapers and radio as an information platform and trails
just behind television. According to the following numbers, news is traveling in a
direction of both social engagement and learning channel. The study discovered a
trend towards a social and participatory news metric. “People’s experience of
news, especially on the internet, is becoming a shared social experience as people
swap links in emails, post news stories on their social networking site feeds.
highlight news stories in their Tweets, and haggle over the meaning ofevents in
discussion threads”(Mitchell, Olmstead, Purcell, Rainie & Rosenstiel, 2010).
The Pew study discusses trends that have swayed consumer news in the past few
years. Important takeaways from this study are: SNSs and blog sites have
allowed consumers to become active participants of the news through a “social
experience” and people use SNSs to sift and gage which information they want to
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digest. I'he study found that a majority of online American users connect in a
personalized way through interactive material, meaning they can filter to desired
material. “The act of sharing news and conversation about news is an integral part
of email exchanges and social media activity”(Mitchell et al., 2010). This study
said online “news consumption is a socially-engaging and socially-driven
activity” and that recent participation has come “more through sharing than
through contributing the news themselves”(Mitchell et al., 2010). The Pew
research found that a large amount of online users evaluate online new
organizations by “their degree to which they facilitate the social sharing of news
(Mitchell et al., 2010).
The Pew study found these statistics about the American’s online relationship
with news:
61% of Americans get news online on a typical day
92% of Americans use multiple outlets to receive daily information and news
On some level, 50% of Americans depend on others to get the information they
need (Mitchell et al., 2010).
The participatory nature of information gathering online has lead to a high passalong rate among users.
37% of Americans have either: commented on, supplied information for the
creation of, or distributed news via SNSs such as Facebook or Twitter
75% of Americans get news or information forwarded through SNSs or email and
52% share those links via the same outlet
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51% of social networking sites (e.g. Facebook and Twitter) users say they receive
news items from people they follow
48% of all internet users pass along links via email or SNSs
57% of online Americans use social networking sites
75% of news participators use SNSs; 34% of these use Twitter
25% of online users say an important factor to them is to be able to follow a news
organization through SNSs.
44% of all online users that say it is important that they can easily share a sites
content through SNSs
44% of all online users say easily accessible social sharing for content it is a
deciding factor when choosing a news outlet(Mitchell et al., 2010).
A 2010 Pew Internet & American Life survey titled “Social Media and
Young Adults” concluded that nearly three-fourths of both online teens and young
adults use social networking sites (Lenhart, 2010). Facebook was the
predominant SNS for adults 18 and older (Lenhart, 2010). The research
concluded that “micro-blogging” is the new form of social engagement:
73% of young adult and teen users use SNSs
73% of adult SNS users have a Facebook profile (Lenhart, 2010).
A 2010 Pew Research Center report “Older Adults and Social Media”
shows that social networking use among internet users 50 and older has doubled
over the past year(Madden, 2010). Forty-two percent of this group now uses
SNSs(Madden, 2010). According to Madden,“While social media use has grown
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dramatically across all age groups, older users have been especially enthusiastic
over the past year about embracing new networking tools”(2010).
47% of internet users age 50-64 uses SNSs
26% of internet users ages 65 and older use SNSs
100% SNS adoption gain in users ages 65 and older
88% SNS adoption gain in users ages 50-64(Madden, 2010).

Facebook & Twitter Usage Statistics
Facebook now has over 500 million users worldwide (Facebook Factsheet,

n.d.). According to Venture Beat magazine, Facebook has nearly 3 billion “Like
buttons per day, which is three times to account when the feature was launched in
April 2010(Cutler, 2010).

Like buttons form the backbone of Facebook’s

powerful recommendation engine. They feed into ad targeting, help virally
distribute content and apps among hundreds of millions of users, and allow the
company to hone its search engine and news feed algorithm”(Cutler, 2010). A
2010 Nielsen Wire report concluded that over 50 percent of the world’s Internet
population was visiting Facebook (“Social networks/blogs”, 2010). Facebook
posted gains of69 percent in the U.S. from 2009 to 2010 in usage statistics
(“Facebook and twitter”, 2010). According to Sheryl Sandberg, COO of
Facebook, the fastest growing group is American adults 35 and older (Siegler,
2009).
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Twitter has 175 million registered users and 95 million tweets are written
per day (Twitter Basics. 2010). Twitter has added 39 million users from May
2010 to October 2010 (della Cava, 2010). There at 500 million RTs per day.
according to the VentureBeat article (Cutler, 2010). Twitter queries were up 33
percent from April 2010 to 800 million per day (Cutler, 2010). Twitter posted
gains of45 percent in U.S. from 2009 to 2010 in usage statistics, according to a
Nielsen Wire report(“Facebook and twitter”, 2010). According to a Pew Internet
& American Life Project, nearly one in five Internet users are tweeting on Twitter
(Choney. n.d.).
Magazines
So what does this mean for magazines, a news outlet for consumers? Like
newspapers and print magazines have moved to content-based websites and
digital editions. Some Internet-based magazines have been launched and the ereading market is projected to grow steadily(Mpa, n.d.). Like other news outlets,
magazines must harness the growing influence of SNSs—and this virtual wordof-mouth tool—to use as a marketing tool for not only brand recognition but also
content and staying power. A blogger on the PBS site “MediaShift” called the
impact of social media “a new era of pass-along” for magazines(Sivek, 2010).
Magazines have always prided themselves on their longevity as a medium
and their pass-along circulation—the additional readers each copy gains
when it’s passed from hand to hand. Today, social media are providing
opportunities for readers to share content and experience their favorite
magazine as part of their social activity online (Sivek, 2010).
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As the boundaries between print, online and social aspects close in within
the news industry, magazines need to utilize SNSs to enhance the face and content
of its product. According to Julie Hochheiser, senior web editor for the Hearst
Teen Network, Twitter and Facebook has helped drive readers to teen magazine
Seventeen's website (Sivek, 2010).
Management of SNSs takes constant attention to monitor the two-way
dialogue, upload content and monitor reaction. This takes time and manpower.
SNSs often do not product visible financial returns. A 2010 report by the analyst
firm Forrester Research confirmed that social media marketing has deep-rooted
value beyond the cost surface (Melanson, 2010). Mike Melanson, a technology
blogger for the New York Times, reported in a 2010 article that though SNSs
value assessments can be hard to determine, deeper digging reveals its worth:
‘"Many people are looking at the face-value dollar and cents of social media
marketing and, put simply, they're doing it wrong [...] analyst and report author
Augie Ray writes in a blog post this morning that traditional measurements of
success for return on investment in social media marketing lead to an incomplete
picture”(Melanson, 2010). Ray also suggests that businesses look ROI in four
parts: financial, digital, brand and risk management.
Many marketers can draw a straight line between investments in social
media marketing and financial results, but many more cannot. This doesn’t mean
social media marketing in ineffective; it just means that marketers have to
recognize benefits beyond dollars and cents. Facebook fans, RTs, site visits.
video

views, positive ratings and vibrant communities are not financial assets
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they aren't reflected on the balance sheet and can’t be counted on an income
statement—but that doesn't mean they are valueless. Instead, these are leading
indicators that the brand is doing something to create value that can lead to
financial results in the future (Melanson, 2010).
Ray suggests traditional offline brand measurements such as awareness.
brand association, PR potential cost, and preference be used to determine whether
the social media marketing efforts are producing positive results.

Social media.

any way you slice it, is worth the effort and the investment,” Melanson says
(2010). Studies also found that businesses and magazines can use social media as
a transparency, and therefore credibility, tool. In a 2010 Alterian report “Your
Brand: At Risk or Ready for Growth?”, 90 percent of social media users said
those '"using social media need to be transparent about who is manipulating the
mouse in social media conversation”(Thompson, 2010).
Eighty-two percent of Americans use the Internet and 100 percent of
Americans under the age of 24 uses the Internet(Hogg, 2010). A majority of
these Internet users also use Facebook and Twitter. Social media and Web 2.0 is
a rapidly expanding means ofengagement and newsgathering. Facebook and
Twitter are posting monumental usage metrics each year from age groups across
the board. All reports reveal that SNSs are growing. Journalism is about
currency and SNS gives instantaneous information. News organizations and
businesses must latch onto this swelling phenomenon—that seems to have staying
power

in order to attract a socially minded society now accustomed to instant

gratification and convenience. Nearly every online organization has a SNS outlet
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that they promote through. Because of these indicators, this thesis attempts to
gauge the level of effectiveness SNSs of citywide magazines and how it impacts
its mission, content, readership and marketing strategies.
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CHAPTER 2
INTERVIEWS CONDUCTED
Washington Luxury Magazine
Washington Luxury is the self-proclaimed “premiere luxury-lifestyle
magazine in the National Capital Region” published since 1991 (Washington
Luxury Magazine, n.d). The magazine was started by the Bagleys, a wellconnected Washington family with a long history in the area. The magazine is
available for purchase on newsstands and bookstores. An online edition is also
uploaded onto its website. The magazine is well known in affluent circles and
Washingtonians. It covers exclusive parties, galas, political functions.
fundraisers, art openings and fashion shows. It also hosts an array of parties and
anniversary parties. The publication is also “an exclusive magazine media
sponsor for 90 percent of the area’s most high profile galas and events
(Washington Luxury Magazine, n.d). The magazine and online material also
focus on style, trends, home design, travel, entertainment and Washington culture.
In a message to potential advertisers, the magazine promotes its use of social
networks as a bargaining chip for business; “Through our established social
networks, loyal readership base and long standing relationships, Washington
Luxury offers its advertisers a unique way to target discerning consumers
(Washington Luxury Magazine, n.d).
The magazine employs many social media services, such as Smugmug,
Vimeo, Social Calendar Widget, Twitter and Facebook. Washington Luxury
publishes over 60,000 copies ten times per years and has a readership of over
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200,000 monthly(Washington Luxury- Magazine, n.d). Its online sites receives
5.4 million web hits per month (Washington Luxury Magazine, n.d). The average
age of the reader is 36 and 56 percent of these are female and 44 percent are male.
The average income of readers is $500,000(Washington Luxury Magazine, n.d).
Washington Luxury has over 5, 500 friends that have liked their Facebook
Page (Washington Luxury Magazine, n.d). They have over 4,000 people
following their Twitter account(Washington Luxury Magazine, n.d).
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Michael C. Clements
Executive Vice President, Washington Luxury Magazine Group
July 28, 2010
Michael C. Clements is the Executive Vice President of Washington
Luxur>' Magazine Group and the Executive Editor of Washington Luxury
Magazine in Washington, D.C. He is responsible for all of the magazine’s online
material, it's print and e-reader editions, and the magazine’s social networking
sites. He is also the founder and CEO of Genki Media LLC,a creative
consultancy dedicated to the production, management and monetization of
innovative arts, media and entertainment-related business ventures. Clements
answered the following questions about Washington Luxury’ Magazine and its use
of social networking sites through a taped interview in Washington, D.C.

Q: Michael, do you think the social media revolution has maintained or boosted
WL readership?
A: That’s a really good question because some people believe driving traffic
actually cannibalizes your print readership. Why buy it on the newsstand if you
can go online? Especially with the digital edition because we are allowing people
to get it on the iPad or e-reader. 1 think the jury is still out. My personal opinion
is that it helps with brand awareness, helps people get more familiar with the
publication; and because of that, people may be more inclined to purchase
because they are familiar with the brand. All the digital stuff helps the brand and
ultimately helps drive subscriptions. And you can always use digital to help sell
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print subscriptions. And I think that is probably where you are going to make
money. Once you establish all these great digital channels through Facebook is
when you can start to promote the sales of your print publication.

Q: How much emphasis does WL place on social networking sites?
A: A year and a half ago, we didn’t really use social media at all. We knew it was
there but we didn't necessarily consider it for part of the business model. It has
become very important because we use social media to promote all of the editorial
that we are using. We also have it to use as a conversation with our audience.
We are a social magazine so we want to let people know what events are coming
up or what events are hot tonight. What I am specifically using social media for
is to let our partners, advertisers, and anyone in Washington who we have written
about, to let them know we have written about them. So once we’ve printed a
story in the magazine and put that online, that we put that link on Facebook and
Twitter. And we are going to tag that restaurant and now businesses just have
people that are following their Twitter mentions. Then that business PR person is
going to see that we tweeted about that restaurant and they are going to take it and
send it to their network, which basically will help virally promote the publication
and drive traffic back to our site.
So the issue is that social media takes human resources. Where as a
couple years ago we just had human resources to build a print publication and a
pretty small editorial team. Social media is great but you need people to create the
tweets, to follow the tweets, to create the Facebook updates
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●so that means more

hard cost for that magazine and you are not really generating direct revenue from
Facebook and Twitter in order to pay for that resources but yet that's a great way
to get the brand out.
1 think that is a big challenge in media right now is that they are putting
resources into social media right now but there is not really a direct revenue
stream from social media

Q: You mentioned two-way communication. Do you use it as a guideline for
material?
A: We will reach out. For example, the World Cup was recently and we asked:
Where are you going to watch the World Cup? And we will incorporate that into
our editorial.
From the business standpoint, you get direct feedback of what they like or don’t
like. They like the cover, etc. It’s a good resource for market research.

Q: Do you use social media to look at demographics for business and content?
A; It’s hard to figure out with the print publication what your demographics are.
You can send our print surveys but how do you really know whose reading it?
But with FB we have demographics right there. I use it when I’m putting together
business proposals, advertising proposals. Anyone I am trying to create a
partnership with I will show them those FB demographics because it’s a very
specific demographic. Sixty-five percent female, 25 years to 35 year: that’s our
sweet spot. So if you are a marketer or a brand looking to target that demographic
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and we show you those numbers, it makes sense to be with us—when before with
the print publication you didn't really know. There was an audit process but it was
not as instantaneous or specific as FB demographics.

Q: Does social media effect/impact WL’s mission/goal?
A: Our mission is we are the insider’s guide to philanthropy, society and power in
Washington. If you claim to be the insider’s guide, you have to be inside. And
what happens is that instead of being ten issues a year we are now 24/7. It allows
us to have more property, to be at more places because the print publication is
only a specific number of pages. There’s only so much you can print. Now we
can fan out and send writers to stuff every single night and I think it really
advances this proposition that we are the insiders guide because it allows us to
produce more content, send more people out and to be more places at once and to
be able to have a vehicle to show we were at all these places.
But again, the double edge sword is you need more resources to make this
happen. It’s like you are working 24/7 and its like yeah, we could cover
everything now in Washington but we need to have the budget in order to hire in
order to cover everything in Washington. That’s the trick.
We try to do four or five blog entries a day or twenty a week. It’s a lot but
publishing for online is very different for publishing for print. There’s a whole
chain that happens now. You write the article, you publish the articles, you tag
the article. Then once its published, you promote it through Facebook, you
promote it through Twitter. You’re not finished once you publish the article.
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Now you have the back end with social media promotion which is just as
important as the actual publishing of it. It takes time. They really are
promotional channels. We use the print publication to promote the fact
that we have a Facebook page and we use Facebook page to promote the fact that
you can subscribe to the print publication.

Q: What is your personal favorite means of SNS promoting of WL?
A:I love Twitter because it just allows you to show everyone else in Washington
that you have written about them. It also takes every single one of those people
and kind of recruits them to become a promoter of WL. Because if this socialite.
such as Katherine Kennedy, is in this week’s top tweets and she gets that tweet
and sends it to the 5,000 people following her, she is essentially promoting WL
and traffic back.
But I also keep in mind that in media we understand Twitter but still a lot
of people don’t get it. It hasn’t hit the tipping point in America. For a really
broad reach, Facebook has a lot broader reach.

Q: Is SNS helping to slowly erode print?
A: We don’t know the reach of social media. It's the now and it’s the future. But
print is not dead and print will not die. Magazine sales are still doing well. People
like magazines. The fact is Facebook and Twitter have exposed a younger
audience to print publication because 1 think before social media, magazines were
for people a little bit older and liked to read and it just wasn’t what teenagers or
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college students were that interested in unless it was a fashion magazine. Social
media has really helped promote magazines.
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Q: How have SNS affected the magazine’s advertising?
A:(Laughs) I don't want to reveal too much. They would like it to affect it a lot
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more because they would like it to sell more mentions. There is always this battle
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between church and state with editorial and advertising. We’re able to leverage
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social media channels to promote specials that our advertisers are promoting.
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Social media allows us to provide mentions to partners. It’s become a bargaining
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chip within advertising deals and packages. Social media is an added value for
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our advertising.
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Roshan Farazad
Editorial Intern. Washington Luxury Magazine
September 12, 2010
Roshan Farazad is a student studying Journalism: News-Editorial at the
University of Maryland. She will graduate in May 2012. Farazad has been an
online editorial intern for Washington Luxury magazine since May 2010.
Farazad discussed the publication's use of social networking sites from an intern’s
point of view. Before the interview was conducted, Farazad specified: “Before I
answer I just want say that these answers are my thoughts about Washington
Luxury, I don't know if they are necessarily true about the magazine.”

Q: As an intern, how much time do you spend publishing content on FB and
Twitter?
A: As an intern I spend a huge amount of time publishing content on FB or
Twitter. Every time I publish an article on Washington Luxury's website I have to
promote it on those to social networking sites. We basically publish any new
content, that is on Washington Luxury online, to FB or Twitter, whether it’s new
photos, articles, or videos.

Q: Which social networking site do you think helps Washington Luxury most?
A: In regards to which social networking site helps WL the most, I think it's a
close tie between FB and Twitter. I just checked and WL has more followers on
F’B than on Twitter. But with Twitter, when we include the company twitter
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profiles for the companies mentioned in our stories, our tweets show up on their
twitter profiles and their followers can see our tweets as well. I want to say that
Twitter helps WL the most,just because of how much we can spread our name.

Q: Since you've been with the magazine, have you seen that social media has
maintained or boosted WL readership?
A: Since I've been with the magazine I think that the social media has maintained
WL readership.

Q: How important would you say social networking is to the magazine?
A: I think social networking is crucial to the magazine. I feel like the magazine is
more focused on putting it's name out there on these sites than they are with
actually selling the magazine. I believe that the most important thing for the
magazine is to spread its name so people know about it. These sites basically
serve as advertising and marketing for the magazine.

Q: How much emphasis do you think WL place on FB and Twitter?
A: WL puts a lot ofemphasis on FB and Twitter. We constantly update these
sites, multiple times a day. One of our main jobs as interns is to update these sites.
Also, WL puts a lot of emphasis about FB and Twitter to the interns who are
promoting the content. We need to make sure that we include company profiles of
the companies mentioned in our content also in our tweets so that the followers of
these companies can see our tweets as well.
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Q: As a whole, do you think social media is important to the publication's
success? Does it draw more readers/fans?
A: I do think social media is important to WL's success. Not a lot of people buy
magazines anymore. Everything has shifted to the Internet, so I think it's
important that WL uses these social media tools to be successful. I do think it
draws more readers and fans.

Q: Do you think the magazine ever uses the two-way communication in SNS as a
guideline for material?
A: For this question, do you mean getting feedback from the public? If so, I do
not feel like WL takes public feedback and incorporate it into the magazine.
Especially with the print editions of the magazine, ifs basically what the company
wants to put in there. The online part ofthe magazine might be a little more
flexible with audience input.
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Alex Thomas
Senior Account Executive. Washing Luxury Magazine
July 29. 2010

Alex Thomas is a Senior Account Executive at Washington Luxury
Magazine. She handles the advertisement, sales and marketing side of the
magazine. In an interview conducted, Thomas discussed the role social
networking sites plays in the business side of the magazine.

Q: What do you think of the '"social media revolution”?
A: I think the it's all the new ways to communicate through media such as
Facebook, Twitter, online streaming video.

Q: Do you think it (social media) helped boost or maintain WL readership?
A: 1 absolutely think it helped boost WL's readership as it helped us to maintain
our existing younger demographic (25-40 year olds) as well as reach out to
readers in that demographic who may not have been interested in WL . I think it
helped us to revamp our overall image, making us become more hip, fresh and up
and coming.

Q: How important would

you say social networking is to the magazine?

A: I believe social networking is one of the most important aspects of the
magazine. It helps us maintain our readership, increase ad revenue as well as
promote the over all brand. In the past few years WL has had many competitors
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pop up in this market. The best way to stay the number one magazine in this
market is through social networking.

Q: From an advertising standpoint, what kind of impact do you think promoting
the magazine and your content within your social media outlets has? Do you think
Facebook and Twitter helps (either directly or indirectly) advertising? If so, how?
A: From an advertising standpoint, I think promoting the magazine through social
media outlets has helped greatly to maintain our current advertisers as well as
bring in new advertisers. Without these social media outlets we would be lost in
this competitive market. There are so many other luxury publications out there
that we need to have an advantage over our competitors to entice advertisers to
spend their advertising dollars with us rather than with Capitol File or DC Modem
Luxury. Having worked here for five years now I have seen the market change
drastically, the past two years advertising budgets have been cut drastically.
Where as five years ago advertisers could afford to advertise in multiple
publications. Now companies are really being discerning on how they spend their
advertising dollars. The fact that WL has social media outlets such as Facebook
and Twitter puts us ahead of the competition. Our advertisers like it that we can
promote them through these outlets.

Q: How involved, if any, is the advertising staff with the social media aspect?
Does it effect any part of the advertising department?
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A: The advertising staff is extremely involved with the social media aspect of the
magazine. When selling an ad we like to tell our potential advertisers that they are
not just buying an ad with the magazine they are buying an over all relationship
and that WL helps promote their company through advertising as well as social
media outlets. My advertisers love it that we can promote their company through
these social media outlets. When one of my advertisers has an event we will do
pre and post coverage on the event using Facebook and Twitter. If there is a new
store opening that happens to be an advertiser of mine, I will promote the grand
opening of the store on Facebook. It’s a sign of the times that people don’t want
to just be promoted anymore by simply paying for a print ad, they want to be
promoted through these various social media outlets. I think WL has done a great
job with keeping up with this new trend. Because ofthis it has enabled us to stay
in business as long as we have and has helped WL to be the "Premiere luxury
magazine" in DC.
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Kelly Fisher
Senior Editor, Washington Luxury Magazine
July 29, 2010
Kelly Fisher was a Senior Editor at Washington Luxury Magazine at the
time this interview w^as conducted. She is now the Morning Editor at
AOL/Popeater.com. Fisher dealt strictly with the editorial side ofthe magazine.
She discusses the role social networking sites plays in the print side of the
magazine.

Q: In general, what do you personally think of "the Social Media Revolution?
A:1 think it has connected people all over the world in a way that we’ve never
really seen before. Between Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter, and so one, it’s brought
a whole new level to media and how it reports world events.

Q: Do you think it helped boost or maintain WL readership?
A: I think it’s made our readers feel more involved with our coverage. We get
immediate feedback online through our website and Facebook on what we’re
posting and it’s helped us understand what our readers want and what other
businesses we partner with want as well.

Q: How important would you say social networking is to the magazine?
A: Social networking is extremely important to the magazine. Not only are we
able to promote the magazine and website through sites like Facebook and
Twitter, but we are able to actively engage our readers through contests, special
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offers, and event invitations. It’s a symbiotic relationship: our readers are able to
get more involved with w^hat we do and we are able to directly connect with our
readers to learn what it is they want.

Q: How much emphasis does WL place on it?
A: We are all about Facebook and Twitter. We are constantly updating it so we
stay relevant with our reader and followers and frankly our competition. Through
social networking sites, we can see what our competitors are up to and who they
may be partnering with as well.

Q: How does it effect or impact /advance their mission?
A: I think it makes us strive even more for readership and community
involvement. Because of the immediacy of today’s media with constantly updated
information spilling onto websites, we work even harder to stay on the cutting
edge with technology so we don’t fall behind.

Q: Do the editorial editors ever use the social networking feedback?
A: We definitely listen to what our readers say so we can improve both the
magazine and the website.

Q: How involved is the editorial staff with the social media aspect?
any part of the editorial department?
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Does it effect

A: We actually have a whole digital media department that updates our website
and manages our Facebook and Twitter accounts, but the editorial and ad
departments work with them to promote certain partners and events.

Q: As a whole, do you think social media is important to the publication's
success?
A: I think in today's day and age effectively utilizing social media is imperative
in a publication’s success. There's no going back now. If social media aim to
connect users around the world, our aim is to connect both our local readers and
attract new readers that normally wouldn’t have any interest in our magazine. We
are then able to broaden what we cover and how we cover it.
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Mv Scoop Magazine
My Scoop is an online style magazine started in Birmingham in 2007 by
Amy Lemley Bailey, a Birmingham native and Alabama University graduate. It
began as a blog that focused on the latest style trends, best dressed events.
philanthropic events, travel, interior home and “everything the Southern Belle
needs to know to live a chic life’'(My Scoop, n.d.). It is the self-proclaimed
“Southern fashionista's source for style”(My Scoop, n.d.). The magazine features
daily articles, bimonthly email newsletters and various events. My Scoop
publishes editions in Birmingham, Nashville(2009)and Mississippi (2009). Each
edition hosts quarterly events at local retailers.
The My Scoop website has over 638,000 monthly views(“My Scoop
demographics”, n.d.). They have over 30,0000 unique visitors and 15,000 e-mail
subscribers. The online magazine targets women ages 22-45 and the average
reader is 30-35 years old(“My Scoop demographics”, n.d.). The average
household income is $150,000+(“My Scoop demographics”, n.d.).
More than 3, 600 people have “liked” My Scoop’s Facebook Group that
targets Nashville, Birmingham and Mississippi(“My Scoop demographics”, n.d.).
The My Scoop Twitter account, for all three markets, has almost 1,000 followers
(Myscoopus, n.d.).
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Elizabeth Fowler
Editor/Pubiisher. My Scoop Mississippi
September 23, 2010

Elizabeth Fow ler was the Editor and Publisher of My Scoop Mississippi at
the time this interview was conducted. She was instrumental in the launch of My
Scoop Mississippi, a market established in 2009 after My Scoop Birmingham and
My Scoop Nashville. Fowler answered the following questions about My Scoop
Mississippi and its use of social networking sites through a phone interview while
in Jackson. Misissippi.

Q: Which social networking site do you think helps My Scoop most?
A: Facebook. Just when we look at referral sites for readership, they are coming
from readership over and over above from any other social media site.

Q: Has social media been an integral part of the online magazine since its launch?
A: Fve been with the company for a year. In the development with the
Mississippi market, which I have been a part of, its been key.

Q: Do you think the social media revolution has maintained or boosted My Scoop
readership in the Mississippi market?
A: Yes I know it has. I think that the readership were just driving online
readership. It's a circular question that you’re asking because our content is online
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and what we sell is our readership online. That is why the clicks are valuable. If
we were not an online publication, click-through wouldn’t matter as much.

Q: How important w'ould you say social networking is to the magazine?
A: My Scoop Mississippi places a lot of emphasis. The largest portion of our
readership comes from pushing articles out through Facebook. That’s not how
we ve collected readers but it is how we get them to back the transaction, to get
them go back everyday.

Q: How much emphasis does My Scoop place on it?
A: It depends on the campaign we are doing. Example: Beaus and Belles. We
garnered a lot of readership through Facebook. Facebook is a call to action from
investors. The magic is a means to an end, how we ask people to use on our
behalf.

Q: From an editorial standpoint, what kind ofimpact do you think promoting the
content within your social media outlets has?
A: As far as friend collection and data base collection (email addresses) that we
could use to invite them to social media outlets, we have done things like go to
women related events and do it through that. We have content in articles—like
Scoopette of the Month—that gives us the ability to pinpoint a social section. We
can say, we want this woman’s sphere of influence to promote My Scoop. We
want her to spread us through Facebook and Twitter My Scoop or through Best
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Dressed at Gameday. To get to not only twenty people, we will have people
1
(staff or interns) take pictures, post articles and then to the “read about this” email
and Facebook. At the end of the day, all of this goes into creating marketing and
new content to readers. You have to have a more comprehensive plan to using
social media than just posting to Facebook. If you just post it to Facebook, you
are only reaching your friends and who sees your Newsfeed. But if you take
twenty people plus their friends, you can multiply it by that many and you are
actually creating a community.
It is not social media that is essential to My Scoop. It is but it is all about
the way you strategize and reach people as a tool that you get people to care about
and gather around. In a way, think about digital media as it is compared to print
media. If you have a print magazine, a free publication just like My Scoop you
just have to pick it up. The number of readers exposed to that are limited to the
number of copies they print and to easily accessible distribution. Social media is
how you use it. Asking people to distribute it for you in combination with what
we do is what drives the readership up. We drive our content around people that I
know will “drop” it off for me. And it’s a personal endorsement. It equates to
electronic distribution.

Q: How does My Scoop keep readers attention?

How do you stay relevant? Do

you use the two-way communication in SNS as a guideline for material?
A: In as much as we are Facebook and Twitter and seeing what our counterparts
and friends are doing, yes. In people’s responding to us saying we should write
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this or that story, it is not cut and dry. It’s the same PR (public relations) cycle,
its just that they care learning about it electronically now versus other media.

Q: Is manpower an issue with social networking sites?
A: It was. Amy Bailey (founder of My Scoop corp.) has done a greatjob with
dealing with that. Tve seen a lot of companies who are our clients who do and
who don’t use popular social media readily or enough. And it’s because they feel
like they need to find one person to do it and don’t want to pay someone. What
we've done, and its hard to do this with a really serious brand, we can turn it loose
to some interns and get them to Twitter and Facebook. What we’ve done is that
we have distributed the Twitter password and Facebook tool and we all tweet
from the same account. So it could look like on any given day My Scoop is
experiencing things from all over the Southeast. So no, we have gotten people to
take over the brand and Tweet and Facebook on their own.

Q: As a whole, do you think social media is important to the publication’s
success? Does it draw more readers/fans?
A: Yes, definitely.

Q: Do you use social media to look at demographics for business and content?
A: We are set up as a group which does not allow you to see a lot of demographic
information so there is a lot of that we are missing out on. We have kind of done
that, it’s anecdotal not scientific. When someone registers for the email
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newsletter, we can take that and cross it over into Facebook so we can tell what
demographic the>’ are in. We can tell some of what they are interested in, if they
are a baby boomer or generation X. None of it is able to be aggregated into
legitimate percentages, but it is valuable for advertisers. It’s not super scientific
but its a lot more reliable than TV and radio are depended upon.

Q: How does social networking sites effect advertising?
A: It helps as much as we can help drive those followers to click on those sites
right now. The main way we monetize is selling ads on the site. People aren’t
educated on the value of what a Facebook follower is right now. We can quantify
the value of a reader on the site right now. I think there is potential in media
when it comes to value
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Anna Pollock
Online Inlem. My Scoop Mississippi
September 22, 2010
Anna Pollock, is a Mississippi State University Journalism student who
began interning for My Scoop Mississippi in September 2010. She will graduate
in May 201 1. She discusses My Scoop Mississippi’s use ofsocial networking
sites Irom an intern's perspective.

Q: As an intern, how much time do you spend publishing content on FB and
Twitter?
A: Honestly, the amount of time 1 spend publishing content on Facebook and
Twitter varies from day to day. As an intern for My Scoop, I base the amount of
social media on how much is published on the website throughout the day. Some
days may only involve sending one wall post, message or tweet to attract
attention. But it’s more effective to send out more than one. Overall, I spend 30
minutes a day total sending out short messages. It only takes a second to send out
brief alerts.

Q: Which social networking site do you think helps My Scoop most?
A: Twitter is most effective for sending messages throughout the day. However,
Facebook is a better visual to capture a reader's attention. As far as the viewers of
My Scoop, I think Facebook is a better way to reach out to our audience. Many
members of the targeted age group use Facebook as a form of social media, but I
believe this will change with time.
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Q: Since > ou've been with the magazine, have you seen that social media has
maintained or boosted My Scoop readership?
A: Social media has definitely increased readership. Most viewers look at My
Scoop because they have seen plugs for different articles on Facebook or Twitter.
Also, My Scoop has planned several events that have required email blasts,
1 weets and Facebook messages to send out messages that would reach the
majority of the public.

Q: How important would you say social networking is to the magazine?
A: Social networking not only increases readership but also establishes
relationships needed when planning events, give-aways and other promotional
events.

Q: How much emphasis do you think My Scoop places on FB and Twitter?
A: My Scoop places a large emphasis on driving readership by using Facebook
and Twitter. For example once an article is published we send out tweets and wall
posts to encourage readers to visit the site. It is a simple task to update these
outlets but at times it's easy to get bogged down with other tasks and concentrate
more on them.
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Q: As a whole, do you think social media is important to the publication’s
success? Does it draw more readers/fans?
A: Social media is a huge factor in drawing in more readers. Without these social
networks I truly believe readership would not be as high as it is. We rely on
readership to attract advertising, which drives relationships with retailers and
financial success with the publication.

Q: Do you think the magazine ever uses the two-way communication in SNS as a
guideline for material?
A: Absolutely. Our job as a publication is to ensure that readers receive
information they want to know. As a fashion and style-related publication ifs
crucial to know readers' interests as well as know the latest trends for them to
follow. We encourage two-way communication. Without that relationship. My
Scoop would not be what it is today. Leslie Cooper is the Sales Manager for My
Scoop's three markets: Nashville, Birmingham and Mississippi. She helps with
marketing the magazine through all markets. Cooper discusses the online
magazine’s use of social networking sites.

Q: What do you think of the “Social Media Revolution”?
A: Overall 1 think it’s a wonderful addition to our ability to communicate with
each other. I think it has certainly grown faster than many initially thought so the
use of it has taken some time to figure out. I think the danger is when companies
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rely only on social media to communicate with clients/constituents. In my
opinion, it needs to be just a part of the entire communications plan.

Q: In your opinion, do you think it (social media) helped boost or maintain My
Scoop readership?
A: I think it has helped My Scoop because our readers are already so plugged in
to social media, the Internet, email, etc. Using Facebook and Twitter has helped
bring new readers to our website and helps us reach our current readership in a
quick and easy way with up-to-the-minute messages and promotions.

Q: How important would you say social networking is to the magazine?
A: I'd say it is an important component to what we do but certainly not the most
important. Ultimately, we want our website to be the strongest aspect of My
Scoop and need to utilize social media to achieve that goal. When we have a
contest on our website that involves our readers (like Beaus & Belles), social
media is huge because the readers who are part of the contest run their own PR
campaign on their personal FB and Twitter accounts. That always gamers new
readership for our site.

Q: From an advertising standpoint, what kind of impact do you think promoting
the magazine and your content within your social media outlets has?
A: I think it helps increase our reach which is attractive to advertisers. While
there is crossover with our readers and social media followers, I think we’re able
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to network with potential new readers through social media and thus increase our
website readership.

Q: Do you think Facebook and Twitter specifically help (either directly or
indirectly) ad\ertising? If so, how?
A: I think both. For some of our advertisers, our additional presence on social
media is attractive to them as a way to reach more readers. However,some
advertisers are putting all of their marketing efforts into social media and are
foregoing other means of advertising, including My Scoop. They see it as a free or
relatively inexpensive means of advertising and don't see the need for other
advertising (print especially, but other foiTns as well).

Q: How involved, if any, is the advertising staff with the social media aspect?
Does it effect any part of the advertising department?

A: For My Scoop, our social media campaigns are usually driven by our interns
with direction from our publisher and other staff members. Of course we all
promote My Scoop activities through our own social media accounts. Our main
focus is still the website and its content as well as our events.
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Leslie Cooper
Sales Manager, My Scoop
October 2. 2010

Cooper is the Sales Manager for MyScoop's three markets: Nashville, Birmingham and
Mississippi. She helps with marketing the magazine through all markets. Cooper
discusses the online magazine's use of social networking sites.

Q: What do you think of the “Social Media Revolution”?

A: Overall 1 think it's a wonderful addition to our ability to communicate with each
other. I think it has certainly grown faster than many initially thought so the use of it has
taken some time to figure out. I think the danger is when companies rely only on social
media to communicate with clients/constituents. In my opinion, it needs to be just a part
of the entire communications plan.

Q: In your opinion, do you think it (social media) helped boost or maintain My Scoop
readership?

A: I think it has helped My Scoop because our readers are already so plugged in to social
media, the Internet, email, etc. Using Facebook and Twitter has helped bring new readers
to our website and helps us reach our current readership in a quick and easy way with upto-the-minute messages and promotions.

Q: How important would you say social networking is to the magazine?

A: Fd say it is an important component to what we do but certainly not the most
important. Ultimately, we want our website to be the strongest aspect of MyScoop and
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need to utilize social media to achieve that goal. When we have a contest on our website
that involves our readers (like Beaus & Belles), social media is huge because the readers
who are part of the contest run their own PR campaign on their personal FB and Twitter
accounts. That always gamers new readership for our site.

Q: From an ad\ ertising standpoint, what kind of impact do you think promoting the
magazine and your content within your social media outlets has?

A: I think it helps increase our reach which is attractive to advertisers. While there is
crossover with our readers and social media followers, I think we’re able to network with
potential new readers through social media and thus increase our website readership.

Q: Do you think Facebook and Twitter specifically help (either directly or indirectly)
advertising? If so. how?

A: I think both. For some of our advertisers, our additional presence on social media is
attractive to them as a way to reach more readers. However,some advertisers are putting
all of their marketing efforts into social media and are foregoing other means of
advertising, including MyScoop. They see it as a free or relatively inexpensive means of
advertising and don’t see the need for other advertising (print especially, but other forms
as well).

Q: How involved, if any, is the advertising staff with the social media aspect? Does it
effect any part of the advertising department?
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A: For My Scoop, our social media campaigns are usually driven by our interns with
direction from our publisher and other staff members. Of course we all promote
MyScoop activities through our own social media accounts. Our main focus is still the
website and its content as well as our events.
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CHAPTER 3
READERSHIP STATISTICS
ITiis research project focused on readership usage between December
2010 and Januar>' 2011. The period was selected for convenience. It does not
represent sampling or statistical significance, but it does provide a look at the
issue during a busy time period for both magazines.
The two magazines were selected because they represented a major city
publication expanding into online usages and an online start-up, thus providing a
venue for comparing and contrasting readership issues for SNSs.
Washington Luxury has a readership of over 200,000 readers monthly.
The online sites receives 5.4 million web hits per month. The magazine’s SNS
(Facebook and Twitter) statistics were calculated. The numbers were looked at
from December 2010 to January 2010.
The magazine’s account has over 5, 500 friends that have liked their
Facebook Page. The statistics were calculated through the Insight Dashboard
function provided by Facebook for official business Pages and were also hand
counted for verification by this researcher. The Insight Dashboard function allows
the Page administrator to view the number of impressions each post has received
and the percentages of comments or likes per post in a given set of dates. The
function also shows the number offollowers gained or lost. It allows the Page to
see its demographic data. The statistics calculated weekly were: the number of
followers gained and lost the number of posts to the Group per week and the
number of messages sent to followers.
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Washington Luxury has 4.000 people following their Twitter account.
Statistics were accumulated by the researcher through hand counting: the weekly
number of tweets Washington Luxur>' produces, the number of mentions it
receives each week and the number of followers it accumulates or loses each
week.
My Scoop is an online magazine with 638,000 monthly views. They have
over 300,000 unique visitors. The magazine’s SNS (Facebook and Twitter)
statistics were calculated. The numbers were looked at from December 2010 to
January 2010.
The magazine's Facebook account has 3,600 friends for their Group. The
statistics were calculated by hand. Facebook Groups are different than Pages and
have no system set up within Facebook to determine numbers. The statistics
calculated weekly were: the number of followers gained and lost, the number of
posts to the Page per week and the number of messages sent to followers.
My Scoop has nearly 1,000 people following their Twitter account.
Statistics were gathered through hand counting: the weekly number oftweets
produced, the number of mentions it receives each week and the number of
followers it accumulates or loses each week.
This researcher also observed the daily workings ofthe Washington
Luxury interns four days a week between the months of May 2010 to July 2010.
There were eight online interns under Michael Clements, the editor in charge of
the magazines online content, online magazine and all SNSs. There were three
editorial interns, also responsible at times for online content and publishing. All
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of the SNS publication was done by the interns at the workplace. Each intern was
required to publish at least one or two stories each week on the website, and then
promote the content on Twitter and Facebook. They were also responsible to
publishing content published by staff writers and editors. Michael Clements,
executive editor of Washington Luxury magazine, personally instructed each
intern how to produce an effective tweet and Facebook post that followers would
act on. He kept a consistent, watchful eye over each tweet and post and would
instruct interns on how to construct a better one. He was very opinionated and
proactive about the kind of tweet and post he wanted the interns to publish. He
kept up with the number of followers Washington Luxury accumulated each week
and followed the Facebook analytics.
This researcher did not observe the daily workings of My Scoop interns
because interns for this online publish work from their individual homes.
However, she talked to and observed SNS and online publications of interns from
August 2010 to December 2010. There were two interns per branch
(Birmingham, Nashville, Mississippi) of My Scoop. The online magazine
distributed Twitter and Facebook passwords to their writers, editors and interns
and asked each to frequently tweet and post on the My Scoop accounts. Interns
were mainly in charge of SNS but did also write short articles for online content.
All interns were e-mailed stories to promote each day, and the interns could
promote whichever they choose. Sometimes, interns overlapped tweets and posts
about the same story. The editors at My Scoop also asked their interns to promote
the content on their individual Facebook and Twitter accounts. Interns were not
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inslructed on a I'witter or Facebook technique. Interns were also not given
suggestions after eertain tweets or posts on how to improve. My Scoop has a
Facebook Group, not a page, and therefore cannot look at analytics.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Through the literature review, the growing trends online and in SNSs,the
interviews conducted and the analytics conducted for this paper, the evidence
supports a need for publication's to not only have Facebook and Twitter accounts,
but to also utilize them in an etTective practice that allows for better
understanding of the reader and an increase in readership.
I'he pre\ alent use of SNSs within the media industry has affected the inner
workings of publications. There is an increased demand for manpower to regulate
SNSs. These demands have consequently affected the structure within
publications, altering how time is allotted and certain positions created
specifically for SNS purposes. The publication's editors need to establish how
they will use and monitor this new two-way communication tool in their print and
online content. There were several significant findings found significant during
the observation period of Washington Luxury magazine

My Scoop and the

interviews conducted with each company’s employees.
Manpower
For smaller publications such as My Scoop and Washington Luxury,
appointing an editor for only social media is not reasonable because ofthe list and
slim profit margins. These publications have to work around the confines of time
and manpower in order to successfully utilize their SNS accounts. Therefore, an
organization must decide from the onset how they are going to handle SNS
publications and who is going to publish them. Michael Clements, executive
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editor of Washington LiLxur\\ noted in his interview that the human resource
aspect is a current issue with the use of social media. He said this as one ofthe
largest obstacles in publications because there is no revenue or direct indicator
that etTorts have been rewarded.
To battle this manpower drawback, both Washington Luxury and My
Scoop have turned to their unpaid interns to help produce SNS material. Each of
these magazines has decided to utilize their unpaid interns to handle their SNS
sites and fix the issue of manpower instead of hiring additional hands. However,
these are the same interns who are also used to editing and publishing content for
print and/or online content. Washington Luxury has solved this problem by hiring
additional unpaid interns to work their SNSs and lessen the workload for other
interns. My Scoop has not hired additional unpaid interns. Instead, they ask their
interns to publish more frequently leaving the writers and editors to concentrate
more on the published content.
Smaller publications should follow Washington Luxury's approach to the
manpower issue for three reasons. First, smaller publications should seize the
opportunity to hire more unpaid interns because they are unpaid. College
students often use summers, and even school semester, to build their resumes to
battle the future competitiveness of the job market. Publications need to use this
supply of eager students to hire more interns than before and build their SNS
reach. Secondly, publications should coordinate these extra interns workloads so
that they can use them for content, editing and SNSs work. Washington Luxury
asks each intern to go to one or two events each week, write a short article for the
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website, and then promote it via Twitter and Facebook. The publication is able to
cover more e\ ents and produce more material because there are enough interns so
that it will not overload them. Thirdly, the interns should publish the majority of
their SNS work on-site at the workplace so that they are held accountable by their
editor and are able to ask questions more easily about the content and publishing.
Interns are more likely to take the task at hand more seriously and handle SNSs
more effectively if under a watchful eye.
Two-Way Communication Tool
All media publications need to establish how they are going to use the
information and feedback they receive from their SNSs in their print and/or online
content. Each publication must consider how social media will serve the overall
purpose of the magazine, how it will affect the relationships with readers and how
SNSs will affect the actual published material.
In Washington Luxury interviews conducted, all associates but one
claimed that the magazine used readers' opinions in their content and material.
Michal C. Clements, executive editor, said the magazine Avill ask followers
questions via Twitter and Facebook, such as: “Where are you watching the World
Cup?” He said the staff will then incorporate this into an article the magazines
publishes (Baird, 2011). However, Clements seems to be referring only to online
material, which is the area where he mainly works. Roshan Farazad, an intern
with the magazine, had a different opinion on the issue. She said she did not feel
as if the magazine used reader feedback in the content oftheir print magazine.
However, she did think the company was more flexible with reader input on the
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online side (Baird, 201 1). Elizabeth Fowler, editor of My Scoop Mississippi, said
that the magazine does not necessarily use reader's responses just for the sake of
it. She said the magazine still publishes the content the editors felt relevant and
only garner w hat kind of content the readers enjoy and appreciate from the SNSs
feedback (Baird, 201 1).
However, My Scoop Mississippi intern Anna Pollock said she feels that
the magazine does use the two-way communication to establish a relationship
with the reader. She followed by saying that this relationship is crucial for the
online publication's purpose (Baird, 2011). She did not state that the magazine
uses specifically what their readers project, only that the magazine uses these
SNSs to ensure they are producing material relevant to readers’ interests.
Each of these publications has to intentionally determine how to use social
media to serve the overall purpose of the magazine. For example, Washington
Luxury claims to be the best insiders guide to luxury-lifestyle in Washington,
D.C. In order to promote and maintain this reputation, the magazine must take
advantage of the immediacy of SNSs to produce more content that further
establish this idea. Washington Luxury can capitalize on SNSs to go to more
events, which in turn publishes more people on their website, which in turn drives
more traffic back to their website and hopefully the print edition. The publication
should keep track of the readers’ feedback to understand exactly where their
followers are going, what the current trends in the area currently are, and other
things of that nature.
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In the same accord. My Scoop asserts it is the premiere online guide to
Southern st> le. I'he magazine must have the same aforementioned approach.
Neither magazine can ignore reader feedback. One of the most valuable assets of
the rise of SNSs is the more accessible two-way communication tool it gives both
the publication and its reader. It seems that within each publication, there is a
point of contention as to whether each magazine actually utilizes this reader
relationship. Publication leaders need to sit down with all editors and interns and
have a conversation about how they will specifically use the information they
receive. For example, the editors could have a quota of articles per month
resulting from reader feedback. Another example is notifying the reader within
the article whenever it is a result of their feedback so that the followers
understand they are being heard.
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Analytics Review
0\ cr the two-month period studied, Washington Lwxw/y consistently
climbed in its Facebook Page and Twitter follower numbers. Though My Scoop
gained followers of its fwitter account, the publication lost nearly 100 of its
Facebook Group fans between December 2010 and January 2011. Washington
Luxury amassed 128 more Facebook followers during these same months. Also
during this period, Washington Liaury accumulated 339 additional followers for
its Twitter account. A A’ Scoop collected only 26 more followers for its Twitter
account.
For the Tw itter account, the weekly number of tweets produced by the
company often corresponded with the weekly number of mentions it received
from other accounts. In January 2011, Washington Luxury averaged 13.6 weekly,
published tweets. During this month, it received 17.4 weekly mentions from
other tweeters. In January 2011, My Scoop sent out an average of 7.2 weekly
tweets and received 10.2 weekly mentions. Each ofthese publication’s numbers
rose between the months of December and January. The parallel between the
number of mentions and the accrued followers should not be overlooked. A
mention by another account to all of its followers is an influential public relations
tool in which the person is recommending the mentioned business.
My Scoop dropped from 3, 741 followers to 3,664 on its Facebook Group
between the months of December 2010 and January 2011. Washington Luxury
gathered 5, 538 followers from 5, 410 the month before. The average number of
posts per week each publication made was in the same range for the month of
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December. Hovve\ er. IVashington Luxury^ published 18 more posts in the month
of Januar\ than A/v Scoop. IVa.shinglon Luxury received eighteen times more
impressions from readers in that month than My Scoop.
Though there was a slight correlation between the number of posts
published and the number of followers accumulated, the research indicates the
key to driving readership lies in the methods of the publication and not the bulk of
the distribution. The focus of tweets and Facebook posts published should be to
inform readers, move brand awareness and received mentions and tags in order to
promote the company and content. In order to do these three things, which in turn
drives readership from the SNSs to the online website, the companies should have
directive and intentional tactics that draw the reader to its account. SNSs for
media publications are ultimately about both the relationship a company builds
between them and its followers, and brand awareness and marketing. Through
observation of the two magazine’s tactics and interviews ofthe employees,
ettective and ineffective practices were found. A successful approach advances
the goals for using an SNS of the publication. An inadequate approach to SNSs
results in loss of resources and potential readership.
Washington Luxury accumulated an excess of followers during the period
through a combination of the number oftweets and posts produced and the
effectiveness of the content within these. More tweets and posts published do not
guarantee more followers for the company’s SNS. The material in these
communications must be able to draw attention, attract click-throughs, and give
incentive for other accounts to follow. In other words, the quantity of tweets and
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posts the company produces does not guarantee a parallel correlation with an
influx ol tollowers. The SNSs content should market their publications through
posts that are proacti\ e enough to produce visibility, which is achieved through
retweets and/or reposts and gathered followers.
Eflective and Ineffective Practices
IVashinf^ion Luxury executive editor Michael C. Clements said in an
interview that he uses social media as a way to not only promote the online and
print editorial, but to also have a conversation with the audience (Baird, 2011).
He efficiently achieves these aims through a series of methods that helps push the
magazine's products into a realm beyond only their account’s followers. For
example, when publishing a specific tweet, Clements’ ultimate aim is to have the
magazine’s followers retweet it in order to produce visibility. He also wants a
symbiotic relationship with the businesses’ and the people he mentions in
Facebook and Twitter posts. If he “tags” one ofthem in a Facebook post or tweet,
the magazine’s followers will hopefully take the initiative to also follow these
mentioned accounts. In the same manner, Clements believes these mentioned
accounts will in return retweet Washington Luxury’s tweet that tagged them. This
will then promote Washington Luxury’s name to the people following that
account and not only promote its brand, but also acquire additional followers
(Baird, 2011). This is an appropriate and necessary mindset in order to grow on
account fan base.
Clements specifically targets this sequential-chain idea through a weekly
Top Followers” tweet. Clements looks at the week’s tweets and chooses the five
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to sewn most interesting accounts that Washington Luxury follows. He then
sends a tw eet each Friday to Washington Luxuiy^'s 5,000-plus followers about
who the magazine thinks its audience should follow. This idea is an effective
tactic lor tw o reasons. First, it engages the reader with other accounts in order to
create a communit> and thus further establish a relationship with the publication.
Second, it is alluring bait for the person to retweet the post he or she is mentioned
in. Other elTectual methods the magazine employs are: targeted questions and
polls on Facebook and Tw itter. Both of these at least draw the reader’s attention.
even if she or he decides not to respond, and ideally create material that make the
reader return to the site.
Washington Luxury relies solely on its unpaid interns to handle the bulk of
SNS published material. This is a thrifty way to solve the human resource
problem that accompanies SNSs work. Clements trains each intern on his
preferred practices before they begin posting content under the magazine’s name.
ITe shows them specific examples, counsels them on information that should be
present in every tweet and encourages them to use creative and alluring language.
Once the interns begin tweeting, he keeps a watchful eye over the material they
publish. If he does not approve, he either makes the interns redo it or tells them
where they went wrong. He also sets quotas per week of the number of blogs, and
consequent Facebook posts and Tweets, that should be published by interns. The
interns tweet and publish their own material as well as other material. This gives
them incentive and insider knowledge on how to effectively market content on
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SNSs so that tollowers will want to read and click-through the material they
wrote.
My Scoop belie\ es that procuring individuals to promote their publication
via request is just as etlective as publishing the content themselves. Like
Washington Luxury, the editors concentrate on marketing content to readers who
will in turn endorse it on their individual accounts. However, they take a different
approach. Each e\ent they promote, they gather the e-mails ofthose individuals
published. Once the material is online, and Facebook and Twitter content is
promoted. My Scoop sends an e-mail to these individuals asking them to also
mention them on their individual SNS accounts. This database collection is a
good methodology for a fledgling company attempting to expand its name.
However, it is also a time consuming one for a company that only employs, at
most, two interns per branch. It also takes attention away from the many other
followers the magazine has. Instead of looking at the most effective way to
market the tweet and Facebook post, the magazine mainly relies on potential
retweets and Facebook tags for brand awareness. This is resting more
responsibility on the audience than the effectiveness of SNS accounts.
In regards to their SNSs, My Scoop does not utilize their interns as they
could. Unlike Washington Luxury's interns. My Scoop interns work largely from
their homes. Because of this, their tweets go largely unmonitored. The interns
were not counseled on any specific way or method to publish Facebook and/or
Twitter material. My Scoop often only tweets a link from their Twitter account,
without any subtext within the message. This is not effective and gives the reader
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no incenli\ e to click-through to this article. The reader will not know ifthe
information is rcle\ ant to them and will not grab the audience’s attention,
rendering it a wasted tweet. Through observation,

Scoo/^’s Facebook posts

seem to be more enticing to the reader. My Scoop needs to link its Twitter and
Facebook accounts together, so that when it creates a Facebook post that post
also translates to its Fwitter feed.
SNSs find its value because of the virtual pass-along and word of mouth
capabilities. Because of this aspect, and its relatively new arrival, there are no
concrete ways to measure exact success. However, because SNSs do not produce
visible and direct revenue, it is important to keep track offollowers and to what
information the audience is drawn. The Facebook Page Insight Dashboard is an
effective, free and easy way to do this. Twitter has not developed a similar
application, so the company should either hire an outside source to help or use
interns to keep track of retweets and followers. Though each ofthese specific
magazine's editors claim to keep track of the rise and fall of followers on SNS
accounts, neither publication appears to consistently track and gauge the
successful tactics or results of SNS endeavors.
Clements said he used the Washington Luxurys Facebook Page Insight
Dashboard to show demographics to advertisers. He said it was also a useful tool
to compare with print-research demographics. However,there was no system
within the magazine to track successes of Twitter posts. My Scoop has a
Facebook Group, not a Page, and therefore has no Insight Dashboard to track
Facebook demographics and post responses. It also has no system set up to gage
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1 witter results. In order to help determine demographics, and successful posts,
My Scoop needs to start a Facebook Page. Both magazines should either set up a
certain system to determine Twitter analytics. Twitter does not currently have an
anal>iic system of its own. Therefore, these two publications could set up an inhouse system to gage results. There are also outside sources, such as
“Twitalyzer," a company that will evaluate statistics for individuals or businesses.
However, its service is $29.99 or $99.99. depending on the business package.
I f it is too time consuming, or the company is unwilling to pay for these
services, a trial period could be conducted. For a certain set of weeks, an intern
w ould be in charge of monitoring what kind of posts and tweets gamer the most
feedback, attention and accumulated followers. One way to do this is to post
straight-forward content for X-amount of weeks. For the remaining weeks, the
posts should concentrate on using information to entice the reader such as:
language, polls, targeted questions,“top followers,” and tagged mentions of other
accounts. Then, evaluate the data to determine results.
My Scoop lost Facebook members from the month of December to the
month of January. The numbers from the conducted research do not point to the
number of posts to the group as a possible culprit. My Scoop posted
approximately the same number of times that Washington Luxury did in
December. However, Washington Luxury gained members to its Page and My
Scoop did not. Washington Luxury does not send inbox messages to its members,
but My Scoop does. This is an ineffective practice because it turns members off
Facebook notifications are connected to each personal account's e-mail, unless it
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is specifically turned off. Each time an inbox is received, these personal accounts
get an e-mail. Now. instead of the user going to the company’s Group to access
its content, that same content is being forced on them through inboxes and
consequentl> e-mails. Though it cannot be substantiated, these inbox messages
My Scoop sent could be a reason for the lost number offollowers and is an
ineffective practice.
My Scoop's most effective approach is Elizabeth Fowler’s mindset about the
limited scope of SNSs if a publication’s only concentrates on its individual
followers:
You have to have a more comprehensive plan to using social media than
just posting to Facebook. If you just post it to Facebook, you are only
reaching your friends and who sees your Newsfeed. But if you take
twenty people plus their friends, you can multiply it by that many and you
are actually creating a community, she said (Baird, 2011).
The ultimate aim of a publication’s use of SNSs should be to create a community.
This community then ideally promotes your material, actively receives to your
published content and advances your brand awareness. However,in order to
create this community the publication must effectively utilize resources and
accounts to build an audience which results in an engaged social media society.
Success
Overall, Washington Luxury applies more successful tactics in its SNS
endeavors than My Scoop. The analyses of data back this up. The effective
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Facebook and 1 w itter practices of Washington Luxury and My Scoop combined
can help publication's push efforts to form this aforementioned community:
Construct weekh tweets so that the audience looks for it each week.
Engage the audience by frequently tagging specific businesses and people in
Facebook and Fw itter posts. This in turn baits the mentioned accounts to retweet
the publication's tweet.
Use dynamic language and targeted questions to make the publication’s Facebook
or Tw itter stand out among the many other posts.
If a publication is new to Facebook and/or Twitter and looking to quickly
accumulate followers, ask friends and readers to promote the publication on their
personal accounts. However, discuss this with editors and publishers beforehand.
This could look like an unprofessional tactic.
Train interns and employees who will be publishing Facebook and Twitter
material on the exact preferred format for both outlets and the most effective way
to attract reader's attention.
Hire more unpaid interns so that they can publish more material on their
Facebook and Twitter accounts.
Interns should be held accoimtable for their posted material under the
publication's name and the material should be watched under an authoritative eye.
Interns should have a daily or weekly Facebook and/or Tweet publication quota.
Determine ways to gage success for both Facebook and Twitter endeavors.
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●

Use a hash lag at the end of each tweet. This brands the company and allows the
business to track 1 witter analytics more successfully. For example: At the end of
each \Vashin}*ti}n Luxury tweet. #WL would be tacked on the end.

●

Link T\\ itter and Facebook accounts together so that a post to either account with
transcribe to the other account. This is not recommended for a publication like
Washin^lon Luxury, because it effectively promotes its articles in different ways
on each account and has enough manpower.
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CHAPTER 5
A Manual For Success
Social media, as Michael C. Clements said, “is now and is the future’
(Baird. 201 1 ). However, that does not mean that current popular SNSs such as
Facebook and Fwitter will be relevant to companies and its readers in ten years.
A decade ago. Facebook and Twitter were nonexistent and MySpace was held to
be the prevalent SNS form. The social media scene is a relatively new
phenomenon and still in its developmental stages. Facebook and Twitter may be
immaterial in the near future. Media publications should therefore develop a SNS
protocol for interns and employees that does not rely on a specific prototype.
This discussion could instead establish an overarching guide for the company’s
SNS procedures, no matter if it is current or future social media product.
An SNS is immaterial if a business cannot determine some type of value
that results from the company's use of the SNS. The first element to determine
for the publication is how SNSs will be incorporated into the business model and
marketing strategy. Things to be considered are human resources, advertising,
how it will advance the publication’s mission and exactly what values the
company will be striving to achieve.
I’he publication also needs to determine a step-by-step procedure each
time it considers using a new SNS. This research suggests the following model.
1. Research- How is the magazine going to use this product, including content and
marketing? Will is this specific SNS be beneficial to my company? What are the
most effective practices?
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2. Target- What demographic is the publication going to concentrate on initially?
What kind of material is the publication going to promote?
3. En^^age- What is the best way to attract readers? Consider elements such as
language, promotions, polls, gimmicks, feedback, relationship, etc.
4. Evaluate- I low will the company gage the benefits ofthe SNS? This is vital to
make sure the company is not w asting time. If it decides the SNS is effective,
determine the specific ways to monitor success.
The third component the publication should concentrate on is a manual for
those who will be dealing with the company's SNSs. This manual should include:
●

A statement outlining the company's mission statement and how it is achieved
using SNSs.
A statement relaying the company's expectations of the company representative
while using its SNSs.
The specific goals the publication wishes to achieve through any SNS.
Notification that the employee does not have authorization to use the company’s
SNSs without approved training first.
Where the employee should direct his or her questions while using the SNSs.
How reader feedback should be received, documented and used.
Whose jurisdiction within the company the SNSs regulation falls under.
Examples of the type of language and/or post the publication wants to use as a
guideline.
The company may also provide passwords to the current SNSs and/or
examples of effective SNSs uses. If the company deems this manual valuable for
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their SNS use. the publication should also consider constructing manuals for
specific SNSs. such as I'acebook and Twitter. This is would provide more
opportunit> for more specific examples of language use, posts and gimmicks. It
would also be a good opportunity to establish the specific measurement tools for
each SNS.
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CONCLUSION
Social media and social networking sites(SNSs)are, and will continue to
be. an integral part of media publications and its relationship with its public.
Studies show SNS use among both businesses and individuals is on the rise.
SNSs should be harnessed to act as a customer service tool, a public
relations and marketing outlet and an avenue to build a commimity of
relationships w ith its constituents. Important objectives to consider are: human
resources, reader feedback and the SNSs as a two-way communication tool,
analytics and quality of the account's SNS publications.
L*'ffecti\ e practices can accomplish these aims. The business should set up
a system to establish SNS goals and evaluate tactics that are valuable.
In order to save time, money and boost future readership, publications
should put together a manual for all SNSs,current or potential. This will
consolidate the overall aim the company is looking for in any SNS and help
expound on its importance and value.

There are limitations to this paper. First, only two small, city-wide
publications were explored. This set limitations on the scope of readership and
the results. Second, the issue of advertising and the ethical aspect as it relates to
SNS and the publication's content was not addressed. Third, My Scoop has three
branches: Birmingham, Nashville and Mississippi. It uses the same Facebook
and Twitter accounts for all three venues. Statistics from the one account were
used because of availability issues. Washington Luxury only has one location and
one publication. Fourth, the suggestions made were from observation and
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experience w orking ai Washington Licxury as an intern and not solely rooted in
analyses.

I'urther stud\ could be conducted, linking the correlation between the
number of follow ers to the elTective practices mentioned. It would further
substantiate the effecti\ eness of the SNSs and allow the publication to know
exact!) the cause of the ride or decline in numbers.
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SNS STATISTICS (DECEMBER 2010-JANUARY 2011)
TWITTER
WASHINGTON LIFE

December
Tweets
Mentions
Foliowers

January
Tweets
Mentions
Followers

Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
Week Five
(Dec. 1-4) (Dec. 5-11) (Dec. 12-18) (Dec. 19-25) (Dec. 26-31) TOTAL
22
11
3,550

30
29
3,601

14
13
3,613

15
17
3,649

6
15
3,704

87
85
3,704

Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
Week Five
(Jan. 1-8) (Jan. 9-15) (Jan. 16-22) (Jan. 23-29) (Jan. 30-31) TOTAL
10
17
23
4
14
68
15
20
23
7
22
87
3,907
3,993
3,843
4,043
3,751
4,043

my scoop

December
Tweets
Mentions
Followers

Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
Week Five
(Dec.1-4) (Dec. 5-11) (Dec. 12-18) (Dec. 19-25) (Dec. 26-31) TOTAL
4
11
18
9
56
14
19
6
15
2
49
7
937
940
933
946
946
927

January
Tweets
Mentions
Followers

Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
Week Five
(Jan. 1-8) (Jan. 9-15) (Jan. 16-22) (Jan. 23-29) (Jan. 30-31) TOTAL
4
17
2
1
12
36
13
14
8
3
13
51
957
970
953
972
955
972
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SNS STATISTICS (DECEMBER 2010-JANUARY 2011)

facebook
MY SCOOP

Week Five
Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
December
(Dec. 1-4) (Dec 5-11) (Dec. 12-18) (Dec. 19-25) (Dec. 26-31) TOTAL
Members
3,744
3,741
3,820
3,741
3,838
3,827
2
0
6
Messages to Gi
13
4
1
12
7
9
80
22
Posts to Group
30

Week Rve
Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
January
(Jan.
23-29)
(Jan.
30-31) TOTAL
(Jan.1-8) (Jan.9-15) (Jan.16-22)
Members
3,661
3,664 3, 664
3,732
3,680
3,697
Messages to
3
Groups
0
1
0
1
16
1
4
14
Posts to Group
2

5
37

WASHINGTON LIFE

Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
Week Five
December
(Dec. 1-4) (Dec. 5-11) (Dec. 12-18) (Dec. 19-25) (Dec. 26-31) TOTAL
Members
5,410
5,414
5,410
5,399
5,384
5,431
Messages to
0
0
Groups
0
0
0
0
84
13
7
12
22
Posts to Group
30

January
Members
Messages to
Groups
Posts to Group

Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
Week Five
(Jan.1-8) (Jan.9-15) (Jan. 16-22) (Jan. 23-29) (Jan. 30-31) TOTAL
5,421
5,538
5,507
5,538
5,483
5,404
0
4

0
10

0
12

84

0
20

0
9

0
55
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Washington Life vs. My Scoop
Twitter Accounts (December 2010-January 2011)
No. of Tweets
December Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four Week Five Total Average
WL
22
30
14
15
6
87
17.4
14
18
4
11
9
56
11.2
My Scoop
January
WL
My Scoop

Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four Week Five Total Average
4
17
23
10
14
68
13.6
12
2
4
17
1
36
7.2

Mentions
December
WL
My Scoop

Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four Week Five Total Average
11
17
15
85
17
13
29
7
2
49
9.8
6
15
19

January
WL
My Scoop

Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four Week Five Total Average
7
23
22
87
17.4
20
15
13
14
13
3
51
10.2
8

Followers
December Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four Week Five
WL
3,649
3,704
3,550
3,601
3,613
940
927
946
933
937
My Scoop

Total
3,704
946

Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four Week Five
3,751
3,993
3,843
3,907
4,043
955
970
953
957
972

Total
4,043
972

January
WL
My Scoop
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Washington Life vs. My Scoop
Facebook Accounts (December 2010-January 2011)

Members
December
WL
My Scoop
January
WL
My Scoop

Week Five
Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
5,410
5,41
4
5,399
5,384
5,431
3,741
3,744
3,820
3,837
3,827

Total
5,410
3,741

Week Five
Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
5,538
5,50
7
5,421
5,483
5,404
3,664
3,661
3,732
3,680
3,697

Total
5,538
3,664

Messages to Group
Week Five
December Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
Total Average
WL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
13
2.6
6
My Scoop
4
1
January
WL
My Scoop

Week Five
Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
Total Average
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
5
1
1
0
1

Posts to Group
Week Five
December Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
Total Average
WL
13
22
12
7
84
16.8
30
12
7
80
16
22
9
My Scoop
30
January
WL
My Scoop

Week Five
Week One Week Two Week Three Week Four
Total Average
9
20
55
4
10
11
12
1
16
37
14
4
2
7.4
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TWITTER DECEMBER STATISTICS

No. of Tweets
December
Week One
Week Two
Week Three Week Four
Week Five
WL
30
14
15
6
22
18
4
11
14
9
My Scoop
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TWITTER JANUARY STATISTICS
No. of Tweets
Week One
Week Two
Week Three Week Four
Week Five
January
WL
4
17
10
14
23
12
2
4
17
1
My Scoop
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TWITTER DECEMBER STATISTICS

Mentions
December
WL
My Scoop

Week One

Week Two
11
7

29
15
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Week Three Week Four
Week Five
15
13
17
19
6
2

TWITTER JANUARY STATISTICS

Mentions
January
WL
My Scoop

Week One

Week Two
7
13

20
8
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Week Three Week Four
Week Five
15
23
22
13
14
3

TWITTER DECEMBER STATISTICS

Followers
December
WL
My Scoop

Week One
Week Two
Week Three Week Four Week Five
3,550
3,601
3,613
3,649
3,704
927
933
937
940
946
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TWITTER JANUARY STATISTICS

Followers
January
WL
My Scoop

Week Three Week Four Week Five
Week One
Week Two
3,993
4,043
3,907
3,751
3,843
970
957
972
955
953
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FACEBOOK DECEMBER STATISTICS

Members
December

Week One

Week Two

Week Three

Week Four

Week Five

WL

5,399

5,431

5,384

5,414

5,410

My Scoop

3,820

3,827

3,837

3,744

3,741

6,000 -

December Members

5,000

4,000

3,000

■ WL
■ My Scoop

, 2,000
1,000

Week One

L.^_.

Week Two

Week Three

1

I

I

I

I

L
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Week Four

FACEBOOK JANUARY STATISTICS

Followers
January
WL
My Scoop

Week One

Week Two

Week Three

Week Four

Week Five

5,421

5,404

5,483

5,507

5,538

3,732

3,697

3,680

3,661

3,664
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FACEBOOK DECEMBER STATISTICS

Messages
December
WL
My Scoop

Week One

Week Three

Week Two
0
4

Week Four

Week Five

0

0

0

0

1

6

2

0
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FACEBOOK JANUARY STATISTICS

Messages
January
WL
My Scoop

Week One

Week Two

Week Three

Week Four

Week Five

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

3

0
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FACEBOOK DECEMBER STATISTICS

Posts
December

Week Two

Week One

Week Three

Week Four

Week Five

WL

22

30

12

13

7

My Scoop

22

30

9

12

7

100

1

I

FACEBOOK JANUARY STATISTICS

I

Posts
January
WL
My Scoop

Week One

Week Two

Week Three

Week Four

Week Five

4

12

10

20

9

14

2

4

16

1
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